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Most ML approaches rely on Euclide 
• means; k-means; PCA; linear regression; 

Many problems do not involve vectors 
• natural sciences, social sciences,  

What can we do? 
• embed directly complex structures as vectors and continue. 
• develop alternative methodologies that are more relevant given the 

objects’ characteristics.  
• Geometric methods, which take as input pairwise comparisons 

between data points are such an approach. 



Self-introduction

•ENSAE (’01) / MVA / Phd. ENSMP / Japan & US 
• post-doc then hedge-fund in Japan (’05~’08) 
• Lecturer @ Princeton University (‘09~’10) 
• Assoc. Prof. @ Kyoto University (’10~’16) 
• Prof @ ENSAE since 9/’16. 

•Active in ML community, stats/optim flavor. 
• Attend & publish regularly in NIPS & ICML. 

•Interests 
• Optimal transport, kernel methods, time series.
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Practical Aspects

• Reach me: 
• Bureau: E02, entresol. 
• email: marco.cuturi@ensae.fr  
• page web: http://marcocuturi.net 

• Lectures: structure 
• 9 x 2h class. 
• Bring your laptop if you have one, we will code occasionally. 
• Project validation. 

• Notes available incrementally.  
• relevant: http://marcocuturi.net/Papers/pdk_in_ml.pdf
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Kernel Ridge Regression
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FIG. 4. Sketch-map representation of locally stable arginine dipeptide conformers, without (top) and with (bottom)
a Ca2+ ion. Left-hand panels are colored according to the energy relative to the minimum energy form, while
the smaller maps on the right are colored according to the values of di↵erent dihedral angles, as indicated in the
legend.

based on intuition, prior experience, or a clear un-
derstanding of the objectives of the structural com-
parison.

In Fig. 4 we show the sketch-map representation
for these two sets of structures, highlighting the

correlation between the location on the map and
structural and energetic properties of the conform-
ers. In the absence of a complexing cation, the
dipeptide can exist in a very large number of lo-
cal minima, spanning a relatively narrow range of
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FIG. 2. The figure compares the value of global structural distances induced by the average, best-match, and
REMatch kernels discussed in Section II B, for 80 local-minimum structures of C60. On the diagonal we report the
sketch-map projections of the structural landscape based on the three metrics, colored according to the energy of
each structure, as obtained by Sandip et all 42. Eight representative structures and their positions on the Sketch-
maps have been indicated with alphabets on color coded disks. The numeric value on the top of each structure
represents their energy in eV, relative to the global minimum. SOAP descriptors were computed using a cuto↵ of
3.5Å and the Sketch-map parameters are indicated on the map according to the syntax described in the text.

invariant RMSD43, the absolute di↵erence between
the potential energy, and the best-match distances
obtained from SOAP descriptors computed with
di↵erent environment cuto↵. RMSD distance does
not correlate very well with SOAP-based met-
rics, particularly for the smaller cuto↵ value. The
D̄(2Å)-RMSD correlation plot is enlarged, and al-
lows us to discuss the source of this discrepancy.

Hollow fullerene-like structures (A, with reference
to the labeling in the figure) and compact struc-
tures containing internal connections (A,G) are ex-
tremely di↵erent from the point of view of the
short-range connectivity, but di↵er comparatively
less in terms of RMSD, since they are both fairly
compact. On the other hand, flake-like structures
based on a honeycomb motif (F,E) have the same
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